amerec.com

STEAM BATH PRODUCTS

AMEREC – YOUR MOMENT
Imagine being able to shut the door on the world for a
few minutes every day. Billows of warm, gentle steam
wash over you, relaxing muscles, opening pores, inducing a
skin-healthy perspiration. This is your moment – to follow
a thought aimlessly, listen to the rise and fall of your own
breathing, forget what comes next.
Amerec, the experts at helping you make a personal
timeout easy to prioritize. Within the sanctuary walls we
help you create soft clouds of stress-melting steam cleanse
body and soul and renew the spirit – and help you capture
your moment every single day.

AMEREC
Introduction
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Stop time
LIVING IN THE MOMENT
It is the catch-22 of modern living: to be able to do it all,
you need to find the time to pamper yourself with the
luxury of doing nothing at all. Time is the measure of our
lives. We all need to feel, even if only briefly during the
day, that its power holds no sway.
A luxurious bath of Amerec steam every day offers just that.
Lost in its clouds, you are free to follow an aimless thought.
Re-attune yourself to the rhythms of your own body. Put
the past day’s events into perspective or charge up for what
the coming day will bring. Time has no power here.

Comforting heat
FOR THE MODERN LIFE
For many, the days of hard physical labor may be past. But
the stresses of modern life and work more than make up
for it. Steam bathing may have originated in Roman times,
but its benefits have never been more relevant.
A daily steam bath is a remarkable way to indulge yourself.
It causes the perspiration that is the single healthiest thing
you can do for your skin. Stress and negativity quickly
dissipate in the soft clouds of intense yet comforting heat.
Within minutes, you are yourself again, cleaner, vibrant
and more whole.
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Planning Your Steam Room
Your own personal steam bath at home: it is easier than
you might have thought. And once you have it, you’ll
wonder how you ever did without.
Steam can be added to any shower by totally enclosing the
space and covering the walls and ceiling with a waterproof
surface material such as tile. The steam generator is very
compact, which means it can be installed anywhere it
won’t be exposed to freezing temperatures – a basement,
closet, cabinet or attic, for example.

Personal help with planning
Your Amerec dealer has extensive experience in the
design and installation of home steam baths.

Call 1-800-331-0349
to find the dealer nearest you.
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Most home steam baths are custom built on site. That
means yours can be easily customized to your preferred
size and shape – and with materials that match your tastes
and bath décor (tile, stone, glass, etc.). You can also
indulge in the added rewards of chromatherapy lighting
and aromatherapy fragrance injection systems.
Everything you need to shape your personal steam bath
retreat is available from Amerec.

www.amerec.com
To get started even faster, visit our online steam bath planning guide.
We’ll show you how easy and fast it can be to start enjoying the benefi ts
of steam in 3 straightforward steps.

Quality and design
At Amerec, we understand that the quality of your steam bath
experience is directly related to the quality of the products
we design. Steam is our specialty; we know how to create
the perfect steam bath environment because we appreciate
and respect its long history as a healthy way to purify both
body and mind.
In the steam bath business, the Amerec name is synonymous
with quality and innovation. Over the years, we’ve built a
reputation for providing leading products and services that
make it easy to capture your moment daily – in a healthy,
comforting and refreshing cloud of pure, clean steam.

The green effect
Pure, clean water is a source and nurturer of life. But it is not
limitless – some estimates say that 38 states will have a severe
shortage of clean water within the next few years. Steam
baths are friendly to the environment because they consume
small amounts of electricity and water. A typical steam bath
costs only $3 to $5 more in electricity each month when
used 3 times a week.
An Amerec steam bath generator uses less than 2 gallons of
water during one-half hour of operation. Compare this to
jetted tubs that require 60 to 120 gallons of water to fill or
a body spray system that consumes more than 100 gallons
in 15 minutes.
Personal rejuvenation is not possible at the expense of peace
of mind. With Amerec steam baths, the environmental
advantages of being good to yourself are clear.
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AT SERIES GENERATOR

RESIDENTIAL STEAM GENERATOR

The comforting effects of steam bathing are brought to the
forefront with Amerec’s AT steam generator, ADT auto
drain and innovative T100 touch screen control. Purposedesigned for home use, your shower will quickly become
your personal indoor oasis. Controlled with the touch of
a finger, the steam room heats to its preset temperature
and maintains that level while simultaneously conserving
energy. Temperature variation is minimized while an
even flow of steam maintains perfect conditions for the
relaxation you seek.
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T100 TOUCH CONTROL

- Touch screen operation for easy control of
temperature and time settings.

- Large screen displays steam bath
temperature and time of day.

- Displays temperature in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
- Sleep mode with integral sensor to activate
screen when approached.

- Delayed start feature to pre-heat steam room
at selected time up to 24 hours in advance

- Multiple language settings include English
& Spanish.

- Remote-mounted sensor allows the Touch
control to be mounted inside or outside the
steam shower or steam room.

- Flush-mount, low-profile installation
- Installed dimensions 6-3/8” H x 4” W

COMFORTFLOTM
STEAM HEAD.
The Amerec
ComfortFlo
steam heads add
comfort and safety to your steam
bath. Steam passes through a plastic
insulator, preventing the exterior
metal surface from getting too hot.
The ComfortFlo steam head also
features a fragrance reservoir that
lets you enjoy the proven benefits
of aromatherapy – simply add a
few drops of your favorite scent to
personalize an even more enriching
steam bath experience.

The AT Series generator package features the T100 Touch Control and
includes the ADT auto drain system.

ADT AUTOMATIC DRAIN SYSTEM

Innovative “soft steam” maintains stable temperature and steam flow,
ensuring a perfect steam bath experience every time.
Easy to install and use.
Limited Lifetime warranty protects your investment and ensures years
of trouble-free performance.
Available in a range of sizes and power configurations to ensure a consistent steam experience regardless of room size or shape.

AT SERIES GENERATOR
Model

Power (kW)

Volts

Phase

Max Cu. Ft.

Size (WxHxL - inch)

5.0

240

1

100

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AT7

7.0

240

1

220

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AT10

10.0

240

1

400

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AT12

12.0

240

1

500

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

AT14

14.0

240

1

600

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

AT17

17.0

240

1

725

-

AT20

20.0

240

1

900

-

AT30

30.0

240

1

1,350

-

AT5

Your AT generator-powered steam
bath includes an automatic drain and
flushing system for added convenience
and worry-free performance. The
ADT automatic drain empties the
generator tank after every bath and
refills the tank with clean, fresh water
before your next steam bath. In addition to reducing sediment build up
and providing longer element life, the
ADT drain ensures that the steam for
each new bath is generated from pure,
freshly-sourced water.

* AT12 & AT14 generators require 2 separate line circuits and 2 steam heads for each generator.
** AT17 & AT20 include 2 generators connected to function as 1 system with 1 control.
*** AT30 includes 3 generators connected to function as 1 system with 1 control.
Each generator supplied with the ADT auto drain
Please call 1-800-331-0349 or visit www.amerec.com for detailed electrical specifications.
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AK SERIES GENERATOR

RESIDENTIAL STEAM GENERATOR

The soothing and purifying effects of steam bathing are a
direct result of the bath’s ability to minimize temperature
variations and maintain an even flow of steam. Amerec
AK generators were purpose-designed for home use,
transforming your shower or bathing room into a daily
invitation to comfort. An AK generator uses full power to
quickly heat up the steam room to its preset temperature,
then cuts power to half its elements. The result is a more
consistent flow of soft steam and more stable temperature – the perfect conditions for relaxing and recharging
whenever the mood strikes you.
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“WARM START”
INSTANT STEAM OPTION

ADK AUTOMATIC
DRAIN OPTION
Your AK generator-powered steam bath
can also be fitted with an optional automatic
flushing system for added convenience and
worry-free performance. The ADK automatic
drain option empties the generator tank after
every bath, and refills the tank with clean,
fresh water before your next bath. In addition to reducing sediment build up
and providing longer element life, the ADK option ensures that the steam
for each new bath is generated from clean, freshly-sourced water.

Innovative ”soft steam” elements maintain stable temperature and
steam flow, ensuring a perfect steam bath experience every time
Standard manual drain valve can be upgraded to the automatic drain
option for added convenience and longer element life
Easy to install and use
Limited Lifetime warranty protects your investment and ensures years
of trouble-free performance

Imagine being
able to step
into the gentle,
healthy heat
of cleansing
steam within
60 seconds of
turning the generator on. The ”Warm
Start” option keeps water in the tank
preheated to a temperature just below
a boil, reducing the time required
to heat the bath by several minutes.
And if you won’t be using the steam
bath for an extended period, a simple
on/off switch lets you deactivate the
pre-heating option to save on power
consumption.

Available in a range of sizes and power configurations to ensure a
consistent steam experience regardless of bathing room size or shape

K200i FREEDOM CONTROL
AK SERIES GENERATOR
Model

Power (kW)

Volts

Phase

Max Cu. Ft.

Size (WxHxL - inch)

AK4

4.0

240

1

75

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AK5

5.0

240

1

100

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AK6

6.0

240

1

160

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AK7

7.0

240

1

220

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AK8.5

8.5

240

1

300

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AK10

10.0

240

1

400

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

AK12*

12.0

240

1

500

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

AK14*

14.0

240

1

600

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

AK17**

17.0

240

-

725

-

AK20**

20.0

240

-

900

-

AK30***

30.0

240

-

1350

-

Now you can start, stop or adjust your
steam bath from virtually anywhere
within a 50’ range. Amerec’s remote
K200i Freedom Control means no
cables, no mounting and no need to
drill holes through expensive marble
or tile. The K200i hand unit frees you
to enjoy the very best steam bath
experience possible.

* Single phase AK12 & AK14 generators require 2 separate line circuits and 2 steam heads for each generator.
** AK17 & AK20 include 2 generators connected to function as 1 system with one 1 control.
*** AK30 includes three 3 generators connected to function as 1 system with 1 control.
Please call 1-800-331-0349 or look at www.amerec.com for detailed electrical specifications.
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CONTROLS

RESIDENTIAL STEAM GENERATORS
Think of it - you’ve just awakened and your first thought is to greet the day in the warmth of a steam
bath. Now there’s no need to go to the steam room as the control comes with you. Amerec’s K200i
Freedom Control provides the convenience of wireless remote control from almost any room in the
house. While the control’s subtle tones of biscuit or white complement the bath environment, the
ComfortFlo steam head is available separately in polished chrome, polished brass, polished nickel,
brushed nickel or oil-rubbed bronze. Can it be more convenient?

K200I FREEDOM CONTROL
With the K200i Freedom Control, nothing gets between you and a perfect
steam bath experience. Completely wire-free, the K200i lets you control every
comfort aspect of your steam within a 50’ radius. There are no cables to install,
and no expensive or tricky drilling – set the timer and temperature, and know
instantly when your steam bath is ready from almost any room in the home…
including inside the steam room. Available in White or Biscuit.

Chromatherapy Lighting Option. Research
has shown that different colors have varied
psychological and physiological effects on us.
This option, installed in the steam shower
ceiling, provides color light therapy to enhance your feeling of health and well-being.
Fragrance Injector. This option automatically infuses your favorite aromatherapy
oil directly into the steam line. You control the intensity of the therapy using the
K200i Control.
EvenSteam™Air Circulation Fan Option. For
steam bath ceilings over 8’, this option circulates air to minimize temperature variations
– letting you enjoy the same full, rich sensation of steam comfort from top to bottom.
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THINK OF THE FREEDOM…

- to turn on your steam bath from the comfort of your bed
- to enjoy a cup of coffee in the kitchen and still know at a glance when your steam
bath temperature is exactly right

- to adjust your steam bath experience inside the shower, without having to get up
- from installing and dealing with messy cables
- from drilling holes through expensive tiles, marble or granite

Amerec offers a wide variety of control options for AK generators that let you tailor your own steam
bath experience to your exact personal specifications. Each unit comes in your choice of metal cover
finishes (polished chrome, polished brass, polished nickel, brushed nickel and oil-rubbed bronze). All kits
include the ComfortFloTM steam head and all the cables needed to connect the control to the generator.

K60 – DIGITAL CONTROL
WITH REMOTE MOUNTED
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

KT60 – DIGITAL CONTROL WITH
BUILT-IN TEMPERATURE SENSOR

- Digital display alternates between room

- Digital display alternates between room

temperature and time remaining

- 3-button panel with on/off, temperature

temperature and time remaining

- 3-button panel with on/off, temperature

setting and time duration setting adjustable
up to 60 minutes

setting and time duration setting

- Integral temperature sensorsimplifies

- adjustable up to 60 minutes
- Remote temperature sensor must be

installation

- Must be mounted inside the steam room

mounted inside steam room

- Can be mounted inside or outside the
steam room

R30K – ON/OFF NONTHERMOSTATIC CONTROL

K30 – DIGITAL CONTROL
WITH REMOTE MOUNTED
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

- Green indicator light tells bather the
generator is on

- Display window lights up when steam

- Simple on/off switch without temperature

generator is on

sensing

- 1-button on/off panel with built-in 30

- Built-in 30 minute timer
- Can be mounted inside or outside the

minute timer

- Remote temperature sensor must be

steam room

mounted inside steam room

- Can be mounted inside or outside the
steam room

FINISH OPTIONS

Polished Chrome

Polished Brass

COMBINATIONS

Polished Nickel

DKT60 / K60

Brushed Nickel

Oil Rubbed Bronze

DK60 / K30

KT60, K60 and K30 controls are available in dual control
kits so one control can be mounted inside and the other
outside the steam bath for user convenience.
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AV VAPORMIST

RESIDENTIAL STEAM GENERATOR

The AV Vapormist generator is a compact, shoebox-sized
unit designed specifically to turn small showers into a personal oasis for rest, relaxation and rejuvenation. This 120V
plug and play unit fits easily into almost any nearby space
such as a vanity, cabinet or nearby closet. Within 80
seconds of activation, your shower fills with clouds of
soothingly warm steam and transforms into a welcoming
personal wellness center. With the AV Vapormist, lack of
shower space is no longer a barrier to taking advantage of
the benefits of a daily steam.
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PLUG AND PLAY
Experience the pleasure of steam with plugin simplicity. Just plumb cold water to the
unit, add a steam line to the shower space,
plug the generator into a 120V, 20 amp
outlet and your steam bath is ready to use.
Vapormist generators are quiet, minimize
water and energy consumption and generate
steam within 80 seconds of start up.
COST-EFFECTIVE COMFORT
With Vapormist, Amerec engineers have
made steam bathing easier and more
affordable than ever. Smaller than a shoebox
( 4”W x 7 1/2”H x 9 1/4”L), Vapormist is
ideal for converting small shower enclosures
into luxurious steam baths.

BE GOOD TO YOURSELF
Steam bathing is one of the single best
ways to improve your overall wellbeing. The gentle, humid heat relaxes
muscles and improves circulation with
minimal stress on your cardiovascular
system. Your whole body responds
with a purifying sweat, flushing out
dirt, toxins and dead skin cells. Open
pores absorb pure, clean moisture, hydrating and rejuvenating skin.Breathing problems and obstructions clear
up. A daily steam bath will help you
both look and feel better, so you can
always be at your best.

120V Vapormist affordably provides the ambiance of soft, gentle steam
at lower temperatures than standard 240V steam units
Compact size fi ts anywhere and makes it affordable to turn even the
smallest shower into a luxurious steam bath
Plug and play simplicity – whisper-quiet operation with no complicated
installation or instructions
Low power and water consumption saves money and is resource-friendly
Limited Lifetime warranty, unmatched in the industry

R30I CONTROL
AV VAPORMIST
Model

Power (kW)

Volts

Phase

Max Cu. Ft.

Size (WxHxL - inch)

AV2 - WH*

2.0

120

1

80

4x 7 1/2x 9 1/4

AV2 - CP**

2.0

120

1

80

4x 7 1/2x 9 1/4

* With a white control unit
** With a Chrome control unit

The attractive simplicity of the R30i
control unit makes it perfect for managing your AV Vapormist steam spa.
The R30i on/off control features a builtin 30 minute timer and can be mounted
inside or outside the steam shower.
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ACCESSORIES

RESIDENTIAL STEAM GENERATORS

We all have different criteria for measuring comfort. Amerec makes it easy to
personalize your experience with a range of steam bath accessories that add
to your sense of well-being. Whether you prefer the mood-soothing effects
of soft color light, the peace of mind of cooled steam outlets or the ultimate
convenience of an automatic drainage system, Amerec has a solution for making
your steam bath exactly right for you.

CHROMATHERAPY LIGHTING OPTION

COMFORTFLOTM STEAM HEAD

Colors have a documented effect on our moods and using colored light to
enhance feelings of inner peace and well-being is now an accepted practice.
Enhance the soothing and revitalizing effect of your steam bath with our ceilingmounted color light therapy kit.

The ComfortFlo steam head is designed with a unique steam dispersion pattern
that provides more even heat throughout the steam room and reduces the time
required to reach the desired room temperature. Amerec ComfortFlo steam
heads ensure each steam bath is a safe and pleasurable experience. Steam is
delivered into the room through an internal Ryton plastic insulator, preventing
the exterior metal surface from reaching high temperatures. The ComfortFlo
steam head features a fragrance reservoir that allows the bather to enjoy the
benefi ts of aromatherapy by adding their favorite fragrance to the reservoir.

FRAGRANCE INJECTOR OPTION
The injector eliminates the need to add aromatherapy oils onto the steam head by
introducing oils directly into the steam line. The K200i Control allows the bather
to control the frequency and amount of aromatherapy oil pumped into the room.
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FRAGRANCE,
EUCALYPTUS

- Suprema Grade,
100% Pure.

WHITE RELAX SHOWER SEAT

TEAK SHOWER SEAT

- The Relax shower seat is an affordable seating option for steam
baths and showers. It provides bathers a place to relax and enjoy the
soothing benefi ts of steam. Constructed of easy to clean plastic, the
Relax seat can be folded-up against the wall when not in use. Seat
dimensions are 13” x 9”.

- Featuring the beauty and durability of Teak wood, this sturdy seat is an
affordable seating option for baths and showers. The Teak seat provides
bathers a place to relax and enjoy the soothing benefi ts of steam. Easy
to clean, the Teak seat can be folded-up against the wall when not in
use. Seat dimensions are 20” x 13”.

STEAM SHOWER
SOUND SYSTEM

- The Steam Shower Sound System offers superior sound quality for
your personal steam shower. Waterproof FM radio with iPod interface,
pre-amp outlet and RF 2-way remote control. Waterproof flush-mount,
2-way speakers with powder coated stainless steel grilles.

ASX100 SINGLE SUMP/
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

- With replaceable cartridge featuring a
ScaleX2 filter to reduce scale build-up and
extend element life.

ADP STAINLESS STEEL DRIP PAN

- Designed for use with Amerec AT, AK, 3T
and 3K series steam generators. When
properly installed and connected to an
appropriate drain line, the ADP drip pan
catches and drains away any water leaks.
Features stainless steel construction with
welded corners and a 3/4” stainless fi tting.

AUTOMATIC DRAIN VALVE

- Automatic Drain Valve for AK & 3K Series
Generators
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3T SERIES GENERATOR

COMMERCIAL STEAM GENERATOR

Creating the perfect environment for your guests is the goal of every spa
business owner. Amerec’s 3T series steam generators help attain that goal.
The 3T series comes to you complete - steam generator, ADT auto drain
and the innovative T100 touch screen control. Select the steam head in your
preferred finish - polished chrome, polished brass, polished nickel, brushed
nickel or oil-rubbed bronze. The 3T series steam generators are designed for
use in smaller commercial steam baths that are operated for short, intermittent
periods. Their compact size is an added benefit when space is at a premium,
yet they are powerful enough to provide a steady flow of soft, gentle steam at
even temperatures, ensuring maximum guest comfort.
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POWERFULLY SMALL
Don’t let the size of 3T Series steam generators fool you. Each provides more than
enough power to heat and steam the room
dimensions it was designed for. Their relatively compact size gives you installation
options for more effective use of space at
your facility.
TEAM WORK

T100 TOUCH
CONTROL

- Touch screen operation
for easy control of
temperature and time
settings.

- Large screen displays
steam bath temperature
and time of day.

- Displays temperature in Fahrenheit or Celsius.
- Sleep mode with integral sensor to activate
screen when approached.

3T Series generators are purpose-designed for easy coupling – multiple
units can be connected together to effectively heat large steam rooms
up to 1,500 cubic feet. The 3T Series makes maintenance and access very
easy and includes power-saving features that help keep electricity bills low.
With the T100 Touch control and ADT auto drain included, it’s the perfect
package for your facility.

- Delayed start feature to pre-heat steam room
at selected time up to 24 hours in advance

- Multiple language settings include English &
Spanish.

- Remote-mounted sensor allows the Touch
control to be mounted inside or outside the
steam shower or steam room.

- Flush-mount, low-profile installation.
- Installed dimensions 6-3/8” H x 4” W

Compact yet powerful generators provide soft, even steam and dependable ongoing performance
Easily coupled for large room applications; easy to control and service

ADT AUTOMATIC DRAIN SYSTEM

Effective power and water consumption lets you provide a cost-effective
guest amenity that will be appreciated
We are happy to help advise you free of charge on the generator
configuration that makes most sense for your facility – simply call
1-800-331-0349

3T SERIES GENERATOR
Model
3T8

Power (kW)

Volts

Phase

Max Cu. Ft.

Size (WxHxL - inch)

8.0

208

3

300

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

3T10

10.0

208

3

400

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

3T12*

12.0

208

3

500

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

3T14*

14.0

208

3

600

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

3T20**

20.0

208

3

800

-

3T24**

24.0

208

3

1,000

-

3T28**

28.0

208

3

1,200

-

3T36***

36.0

208

3

1,500

-

Your AT generator-powered steam
bath includes an automatic drain and
flushing system for added convenience and worry-free performance.
The ADT automatic drain empties
the generator tank after every bath
and refills the tank with clean, fresh
water before your next steam bath.
In addition to reducing sediment build
up and providing longer element life,
the ADT drain ensures that the steam
for each new bath is generated from
clean, freshly-sourced water.

* 2 steam heads are recommended for 3T12 and 3T14 generators.
** 3T20, 3T24 & 3T28 include 2 generators connected to function as 1 system with 1 control.
*** 3T26 includes 3 generators connected to function as 1 system with one 1 control.
Multiple unit ganged systems require multiple steam heads that must be ordered separatetly.
Multiple unit ganged systems supplied with ADT suto drain.
Please call 1-800-331-0349 or look at www.amerec.com for detailed electrical specifications.
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3K SERIES GENERATOR

COMMERCIAL STEAM GENERATOR

Whatever the size of your facility, these days it is more important than ever to
ensure customer comfort and satisfaction. Amerec’s 3K Series steam generators
help you create added value for guests cost effectively. Easy to maintain
and service, the 3K Series steam generators are designed for use in smaller
commercial steam baths that are operated for short, intermittent periods of
time. Their relatively compact size means they can be fitted even when space
is at a premium, allowing you to turn underused space into a wellness center
that will be appreciated. At the same time, they are powerful enough to provide
a steady flow of soft, gentle steam at even temperatures, ensuring maximum
guest comfort.
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POWERFULLY SMALL
Don’t let the size of 3K Series steam generators fool you. Each provides more than
enough power to heat and steam the room
dimensions it was designed for. Their relatively compact size gives you installation
options for more effective use of space at
your facility.
COMFORTFLOTM STEAM HEAD.

TEAM WORK
3K Series generators are purpose-designed for easy coupling – multiple
units can be connected together to effectively heat large steam rooms
up to 1,500 cubic feet. The 3K Series makes maintenance and access very
easy, and includes power-saving features that help keep electricity bills low.

Compact yet powerful generators provide soft, even steam and dependable
ongoing performance
Easily coupled for large room applications, easy to control and service
Effective power and water consumption lets you provide a cost-effective guest
amenity that will be appreciated

The Amerec ComfortFlo steam heads
add comfort and safety to your steam
bath. Steam passes through a plastic
insulator, preventing the exterior
metal surface from getting too hot.
The Comfor tFlo steam head also
features a fragrance reservoir that
lets you enjoy the proven benefi ts
of aromatherapy – simply add a
few drops of your favorite scent to
personalize an even more enriching
steam bath experience.

We are happy to help advise you free of charge on the generator configuration
that makes most sense for your facility – simply call 1-800-331-0349

K60 / K30 CONTROLS
3K SERIES GENERATOR
Model

Power (kW)

Volts

Phase

Max Cu. Ft.

Size (WxHxL - inch)

3K8

8.0

208

3

300

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

3KK0

10.0

208

3

400

6-1/4x13x16-1/2

3K12*

12.0

208

3

500

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

3K14*

14.0

208

3

600

6-1/4x14x16-1/2

3K20**

20.0

208

3

800

3K24**

24.0

208

3

1000

-

3K28**

28.0

208

3

1200

-

3K36***

36.0

208

3

1500

-

K60/K30 controls make it easy to
control the most important features
of your steam baths. Both versions
can be mounted inside the steam
room or out, and offer intuitive, easy
to understand controls for features
such as temperature control, on/off
and timer setting.

* 2 steam heads are recommended for 3K12 and 3K14 generators.
** 3K20, 3K24 & 3K28 include 2 generators connected to function as 1 system with 1 control.
*** 3K36 includes 3 generators connected to function as 1 system with 1 control.
Multiple unit ganged systems require multiple steam heads that must be ordered separately.
Multiple unit ganged systems include 1 drain valve Kit for each generator.
Please call 1-800-331-0349 or visit www.amerec.com for detailed electrical specifications.
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HOW TO BUY AND SERVICE
At Amerec, we pride ourselves on providing exceptional customer service. Our knowledgeable staff is
happy to answer your questions and help plan your personal steam bath. Our exclusive “On Site” technical
support ensures the installation and start up of your Amerec steam system will go smoothly and efficiently.
For more information about Amerec or to find your local dealer, please contact us at 1-800-331-0349.

AMEREC STEAM Ltd
P.O. Box 2258 | 17683 128th Place NE, # C | Woodinville, WA 98072, USA
Toll free 1-800-331-0349
amerec@amerec.com | www.amerec.com
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